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Mammographic Screening for Breast Cancer
Suzanne W. Fletcher, M.D., and Joann G. Elmore, M.D., M.P.H.
This Journal feature begins with a case vignette highlighting a common clinical problem.
Evidence supporting various strategies is then presented, followed by a review of formal guidelines,
when they exist. The article ends with the authors’ clinical recommendations.

A 44-year-old woman who is a new patient has no known current health problems
and no family history of breast or ovarian cancer. Eighteen months ago, she had a normal screening mammogram. She recently read that mammograms may not help to
prevent death from breast cancer and that “the patient should decide.” But she does
not think she knows enough. She worries that there is a breast-cancer epidemic. What
should her physician advise?

the clinical problem
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In 1990, for the first time in 25 years, mortality from breast cancer in the United States
began dropping; by 1999, the age-adjusted mortality rate was at its lowest level (27.0 per
100,000 population) since 1973.1 Meanwhile, by 1997, 71 percent of women in the
United States who were 40 years of age or older reported having undergone mammography during the previous two years — an increase from 54 percent in 1989.2 Ironically,
just as screening (or better treatment or both) seemed to be lowering mortality from
breast cancer nationally, questions were raised about the validity of the studies that had
led to widespread screening. For more than two decades, expert groups uniformly agreed
that screening mammography reduces mortality from breast cancer among women in
their 50s and 60s, even though they disagreed about other age groups.3 However, questions were raised in 2000, when two Danish investigators concluded that only three of
eight randomized trials were of sufficient quality to determine the effectiveness of
mammography and that the combined results of these three trials showed no benefit.
This report led to confusion about the usefulness of screening mammography.

strategies, evidence, and areas of uncertainty
Women are interested in knowing about breast cancer and want information from their
doctors.4,5 When women and their physicians are making decisions about screening,
they need information about the underlying risk of the condition being screened for, the
effectiveness of the procedure in preventing an untoward outcome such as death, and
the potential ill effects of screening, such as false positive tests. (For policymakers and
payers, cost effectiveness is an important factor in decisions about the allocation of finite resources.) Clinical information about each of these issues with regard to breast
cancer and mammography is summarized below.
the risk of development of and death from breast cancer

The average 10-year risk of the development of and death from breast cancer is shown
in Table 1, along with the 10-year risk of death from any cause (in order to provide context).6,7 A computerized tool for calculating an individual woman’s risk of breast cancer,
the Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool (available at http://bcra.nci.nih.gov/brc/), can
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Table 1. Chances of the Development of and Death
from Breast Cancer within the Next 10 Years.*

Age

Cases of Invasive Death from
Breast Cancer Breast Cancer

Death from
Any Cause

no./1000 women
40 Yr

15

2

21

50 Yr

28

5

55

60 Yr

37

7

126

70 Yr

43

9

309

80 Yr

35

11

670

* Rates for breast cancer and death from breast cancer
were calculated on the basis of data from Feuer and Wun6;
rates of death from any cause were calculated on the basis
of data from Anderson and DeTurk.7

be used to calculate the five-year risk and the lifetime risk. The tool uses the woman’s age, history of
first-degree relatives with breast cancer (up to two
relatives), number of previous breast biopsies (and
whether any revealed atypical hyperplasia), age at
menarche, and age at first delivery. It assumes regular screening and no history of breast cancer and
does not include several known risk factors and several known protective factors (see Supplementary
Appendix 1, available with the full text of this article
at http://www.nejm.org).8 Overall, the tool has been
found to predict breast cancer well, but its ability to
discriminate at the individual level was not much
better than that of predictions that would have occurred by chance,9 so its usefulness is similar to that
of Table 1. For women with a strong family history
of breast cancer, ovarian cancer, or both, a program
that can be used to estimate the risk of genetic mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes is available at
http://astor.som.jhmi.edu/brcapro/. The program
has been found to be effective in predicting risk on
an individual level.10
mammography and mortality
from breast cancer

There have been eight randomized trials of the effectiveness of mammography: four trials in Sweden
comparing mammography with no screening; one
in Edinburgh, Scotland, one in New York, and one
in Canada comparing the combination of mammography and clinical breast examination with no
screening; and one in Canada evaluating the effect
of the addition of mammography to a standardized,
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10-to-15-minute clinical breast examination. The
studies differed with respect to the years in which
they were conducted, the type of mammography
used, the interval between mammographic examinations, the method of assigning women to the
screened and unscreened groups, the number of
screening visits, the age of the women who were
included, and the methods of analysis.3,11 For women between 50 and 69 years of age, all reports of
studies comparing screening with no screening
showed protective effects of screening, and metaanalyses that included all trials demonstrated statistically significant 20 to 35 percent reductions in
mortality from breast cancer.
A widely cited meta-analysis published in 200012
(updated in 200113) by Gotzsche and Olsen raised
questions about the efficacy of mammography. The
authors concluded that the methods used in five of
the eight studies were so flawed that they had to be
excluded from the meta-analysis. Appropriate randomization should lead to very similar groups, but
for five of the studies (and part of a sixth, the Malmö
II Trial), there were significant differences between
the screened group and the control group in some
of the characteristics; Gotzsche and Olsen suggested that these differences might bias the trial results.
Also, numbers varied among different reports on
the same trials. Finally, according to a combined
analysis of the four Swedish studies, mortality from
breast cancer, but not overall mortality, decreased in
the screened group, raising the possibility of bias in
determining the cause of death, as well as the possibility that treatments resulting from findings on
screening could be dangerous. A meta-analysis of
the remaining three studies showed no protective
effect of mammography.
The investigators defended their trials. Several
trials included some subjects who were later determined to be ineligible, and reports sometimes used
the woman’s age instead of the date of birth, accounting for differing numbers. The cluster randomization that was used in several trials probably
led to small, unimportant base-line differences between groups.14,15 In an updated analysis of the four
Swedish studies published after the critique, unadjusted overall mortality was lower in the screened
group (relative risk, 0.98 [95 percent confidence interval, 0.96 to 1.00]).16 (Detailed responses to the
criticisms of Gotzsche and Olsen are reviewed in
Supplementary Appendix 2, available with the full
text of this article at http://www.nejm.org.) In addition, Gotzsche and Olsen were criticized for not
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considering other methodologic aspects, such as
the age of participants (one of the trials included
only women in their 40s); the number, type, and
quality of screenings and the intervals between
them; compliance with the assigned strategy; and
contamination (the degree to which women in
control groups underwent screening mammography).14,15,17,18 Finally, they included a study that
compared two methods of screening19 and had no
unscreened control group.
In summary, criticisms of all but one of the trials
excluded from the meta-analysis have been answered. In-depth independent reviews of the criticisms concluded that they do not negate the effectiveness of mammography, especially for women
older than 50 years of age.3,18,20
women in their 40s

For many years, there has been controversy over
the use of screening mammography for women in
their 40s.21 In general, the effect of screening
younger women has been slower to appear and
less dramatic than the effect among women older
than 50 years of age. These differences may result
from mammographically denser breasts in younger
women (leading to reduced sensitivity of mammography), faster spread of some cancers in younger
women, or both. Meta-analyses show that screening in this age group decreased 15-year mortality
from breast cancer by about 20 percent.3,22
Because trial results are presented according to
women’s ages at the time of entry into the studies,
some women who entered in their late 40s received
a diagnosis of breast cancer in their 50s; therefore, some of the benefit ascribed to the screening
of women in their 40s would have occurred if the
women had waited until 50 years of age to be
screened.23,24 Also, although analyses are usually
presented according to the decade of life, it is likely
that a gradual change occurs as a woman ages. The
latest analysis of the four Swedish trials — the first
to examine screening effects according to five-year
age increments — found that screening was most
effective after 55 years of age.16
mammography in women older
than 70 years of age

Too few women older than 70 years of age participated in randomized trials to permit conclusions
to be drawn about the effects of mammographic
screening in this age group. One case–control study
in the Netherlands found that screening women be-
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tween 65 and 74 years of age led to a 55 percent decrease in mortality from breast cancer (relative risk
of death from breast cancer, 0.45 [95 percent confidence interval, 0.20 to 1.02]).25
risks associated with mammography

False Positive Mammograms

Because most women do not have breast cancer at
the time of screening, there is potential to do harm
with false positive results that necessitate further investigation before a woman can be declared to be
free of disease. Nationally, an average of 11 percent
of screening mammograms are read as abnormal
and necessitate further diagnostic evaluation26;
breast cancer is found in about 3 percent of women
with an abnormal mammogram (representing 0.3
percent of all mammograms). Therefore, on average, a woman has about a 10.7 percent chance of a
false positive result with each mammogram. Because women are screened repeatedly, a woman’s
risk of having a false positive mammogram increases over time. One study estimated that after 10 mammograms, about half of women (49 percent [95 percent confidence interval, 40 to 64]) will have had a
false positive result, which will have led to a needle
biopsy or an open biopsy in 19 percent (95 percent
confidence interval, 10 to 41).27
False positive mammograms increase patients’
anxiety; the degree of anxiety is related to the intensity of the additional diagnostic procedures and
the recency of the screening mammogram.20 One
study found that in the 12 months after a false positive mammogram, women initiated more health
care visits for both breast-related and non–breastrelated problems.28 However, false positive mammograms increase women’s adherence to further
screening.29-31
The risk of a false positive mammogram varies
according to characteristics of the woman and radiologic factors: a younger age, an increasing number of breast biopsies, a positive family history of
breast cancer, estrogen use, an increasing interval
between screenings, the lack of comparison with
previous mammograms, and a tendency by the radiologist to consider mammograms abnormal (as
determined by the percentage of mammograms
read as abnormal) were independent risk factors
for a false positive result in one study.32 Having
mammographically dense breasts also increases the
risk of false positive (or false negative) mammograms.33-35 Many characteristics of patients are immutable, but obtaining mammograms during the
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luteal phase of the menstrual cycle may decrease
mammographic breast density.36 Also, a preliminary investigation found that stopping hormonereplacement therapy 10 to 30 days before a repeated
mammogram eliminated or reduced mammographic abnormalities.37
Lowering the recall rate (the percentage of mammograms that result in recommendations for further tests) is likely to reduce the risk of false positive
mammograms. Because of the trade-off between
sensitivity and specificity, it is important not to lower the radiographic threshold for recall so much that
cancers are missed. The Agency for Health Care Pol-

icy and Research recommends that the false positive
rate be no more than 10 percent.38 The malpractice
climate in this country may work against the lowering of the threshold, since failure to diagnose breast
cancer is the leading reason for malpractice suits.39
Comparison of current and previous mammograms
decreases the false positive rate, as does the use of
screening intervals of 18 months or less.
Possible Overdiagnosis — Ductal Carcinoma in Situ

Ductal carcinoma in situ was a relatively rare diagnosis before the introduction of mammography. In
1973, the incidence in the United States was 2.4

Table 2. North American Recommendations for Routine Mammographic Screening in Women at Average Risk
Who Are 40 Years of Age or Older.*
Group (Date)

Frequency of Screening

Initiation of Screening
40–49 Yr 50–69 Yr
of Age
of Age

≥70 Yr
of Age

yr
Government-sponsored and private groups
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (2002)†

1–2

Yes

Yes

Yes‡

Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care
(1998, 1999, 2001)

1–2

No

Yes

No

No§

—

—

National Institutes of Health consensus conference (1997)
American Cancer Society (1997)

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

National Cancer Institute (2002)

1–2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medical societies
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (2000)

1–2 if 40–49 yr old
1 yr if ≥50 yr old

American Medical Association (1999)

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

American College of Radiology (1998)

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

American College of Preventive Medicine (1996)

1–2

No¶

Yes

Yes

American Academy of Family Physicians (2001)

1–2

No§¶

Yes

No

American Geriatrics Society (1999)

1–2

—

—

Yes‡

No

—§

No

Advocacy groups
National Breast Cancer Coalition (2000)
National Alliance of Breast Cancer Organizations (2002)

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Susan B. Komen Foundation (2002)

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

* Adapted from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force.3 A “no” recommendation may be a statement that there is insufficient evidence for a positive recommendation.
† Recommendations are for mammography with or without clinical breast examination.
‡ There is an explicit recommendation to screen women older than 70 years of age.
§ Recommendations note that women should be counseled about the risks and benefits of mammography.
¶ Recommendations note that women at high risk should be screened beginning at 40 years of age.
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Table 3. Recommendations Regarding Breast-Cancer Screening in Women.
Age

Recommendations

Any

Ask about family history of breast cancer, ovarian cancer, or both on
both maternal and paternal sides. Consider referral or counseling for possible genetic testing if risk of a BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene
mutation is at least 10 percent (to calculate risk, see http://
astor. som.jhmi.edu/brcapro/) or the patient has one of the following: a first-degree relative with a known deleterious mutation
for breast cancer; ≥2 relatives given a diagnosis of breast cancer
before 50 yr of age, ≥1 of them a first-degree relative; ≥3 relatives
given a diagnosis of breast cancer, ≥1 of them before 50 yr of
age; ≥2 relatives given a diagnosis of ovarian cancer; ≥1 relative
given a diagnosis of breast cancer and ≥1 relative given a diagnosis of ovarian cancer.

40–70 Yr Begin discussions about breast-cancer screening at 40 yr of age.
Recommend screening mammography every 1–2 yr between
50 and 69 yr of age. Use information on the chances of development of or death from breast cancer within the next 5 yr (as given in the National Cancer Institute Breast Cancer Assessment
Tool) or 10 yr.* Also give information on benefits and hazards of
mammography.† Emphasize the increasing risk of breast cancer, increasing benefit of screening, and decreased harms associated with screening with increasing age. Record decision
about screening in the medical record.
>70 Yr

For women with life expectancy of ≥10 yr, consider screening as
above, making clear that risks of breast cancer are known
but less is known about the benefits and harms of screening.
Record decision about screening in the medical record.

* This information is presented in Table 1.
† This information is shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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overdiagnosis — finding early neoplasms, many of
which will never become invasive breast cancer.
Unfortunately, ductal carcinoma in situ can
progress to invasive cancer. The eight-year rate of
recurrence in one study of treatment with only surgical excision was 27 percent, and half the recurrences were invasive cancers.43 It is not clear who is
at risk for recurrence and whether survival results
would be the same if surgery were undertaken only
after early invasive cancer had been diagnosed. In
sum, women who undergo screening mammography are more likely than other women to be given a
diagnosis of ductal carcinoma in situ. Whether finding it saves lives or merely increases the number of
women who receive a diagnosis of breast cancer is
not yet clear.
Other Risks

Many women have pain during mammography, but
few report that pain deters them from obtaining
subsequent mammograms.44-48 The risks associated with radiation are small. It has been estimated
that 10 years’ worth of annual mammographic
screenings in 10,000 women will cause one additional breast cancer.49 False negative interpretations
are possible and are more common in younger
women and in those with dense breasts.50-52

guidelines
cases per 100,000 women; by 1998, it was 30.7 per
100,000 women, accounting for approximately 14
percent of all breast cancers diagnosed.1 With treatment, the prognosis is excellent. In one study, women given a diagnosis of ductal carcinoma in situ had
a 9-year survival rate that was the same as or better
than that in the general population,40 and in another study, the risk of death from breast cancer within
10 years after the diagnosis of ductal carcinoma in
situ was 1.9 percent.41
Such an excellent prognosis could be attributable to the detection of lesions before they become
invasive cancers, which could save lives. However,
if ductal carcinoma in situ were the usual precursor
to early invasive cancer, the incidence of early-stage
invasive breast cancer should decrease as the incidence of in situ cancer increases, but the opposite
is happening. Also, autopsy studies in women who
died from causes unrelated to breast cancer have
shown a substantial “reservoir” of ductal carcinoma in situ in such women.42 Therefore, detection
of ductal carcinoma in situ may be an example of
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Recommendations from several leading groups regarding mammographic screening are summarized
in Table 2.3 After the analysis by Gotzsche and
Olsen, some, but not all, reconsidered and changed
their recommendations. For example, the editorial
board of the Physician Data Query data base of the
National Cancer Institute (which does not issue recommendations, as such) backed away from concluding that mammography is effective; instead, the
board now concludes that mammography “may”
decrease mortality.23 The U.S. Preventive Services
Task Force moved in the opposite direction and extended its recommendations for the use of screening to include women ranging from 40 years of age
to more than 70 years of age.3
Recommendations from expert groups with regard to screening women in their 40s have long varied, but over time, more groups have moved toward
endorsing the same approach for this age group as
for older women. Most groups have not issued explicit recommendations for women older than 70
years and merely recommend that screening begin
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No. of Women

at a certain age. More groups have begun calling for relative risks (occurring over meaningful periods),
shared decision making about breast-cancer screen- and through comparisons with other risks.54
ing, but the information to be shared has not been
specific recommendations
specified.
All women, regardless of age, should be asked
whether they have a family history of breast cancer,
conclusions and
ovarian cancer, or both (Table 3).55,56 For women
recommendations
without strong family histories, discussions about
general conclusions
breast-cancer screening should begin at 40 years of
Breast cancer is common, but when viewed over a age and continue until life expectancy is less than
10-year period, the risk for the average woman is 10 years. Evidence supporting the usefulness of
relatively small. During the past few years, scientific mammographic screening is strongest for women
controversy about the benefits of screening mam- between 50 and 69 years of age, and screening
mography has increased. As with most screening should be routinely recommended for women in
tests, there are hazards — primarily, risks of false this age group. For women 40 to 49 years of age
positive mammograms, with associated anxiety and (such as the patient described in the vignette),
unnecessary biopsies, and perhaps a risk of overdi- shared decision making is especially important,
agnosis.
because the absolute benefit of screening is smaller
When the benefits of medical interventions are and the risks associated with it are greater. Screencontroversial and when hazards exist, shared deci- ing should be routinely discussed, and the patient
sion making is needed, with the clinician providing and clinician should decide together according to
facts and the patient assessing her situation from the woman’s values.
the vantage point of her personal values. In addiFor women who want more information, Table
tion, the climate in the United States with regard to 1, the Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool, or both
malpractice makes discussions between clinician can be used to estimate the individual risk of breast
and patient about breast-cancer screening essential
for all women beginning at 40 years of age. To save
time, information can be provided by handouts and
≥1 False positive
an office practice that is organized to address the
mammogram
600
concerns of patients.
560
Women vary in terms of how much they want to
500
470
participate in decisions about screening. In one survey of women younger than 50 years of age, 49 per400
360
cent wanted to share in decision making, 44 percent
≥1 Needle or open
wanted to make the decision themselves, and 7 per300
biopsy
cent wanted the physician to decide.5 However, 79
190 190 190
200
percent wanted information from the doctor. BeDevelopment
cause of varying individual values, and because
of breast cancer
100
women have a good deal of fear about breast can37
15 28
cer,53 physicians should be prepared for a decision
0
different from the one they would recommend.
40 50 60
40 50 60
40 50 60
A woman needs some knowledge of her risk of
Years of Age at Beginning of the 10-Yr Period
breast cancer and the benefits and hazards of
Figure 1. Chances of False Positive Mammograms, Need for Biopsies,
screening — specifically, her risks of the developand Development of Breast Cancer among 1000 Women Who Undergo
ment of and death from breast cancer and her
Annual Mammography for 10 Years.
chances of successful treatment with screening and
All numbers are rounded. The numbers for 10-year rates of false positive
without screening, of having a false positive mammammograms and breast biopsies come from a single study in which, overmogram or an invasive breast procedure, and of havall, the rate of false positive mammograms was 6.5 percent,27 and the rate
ing ductal carcinoma in situ diagnosed. Numerical
may be different in other settings. Data on the development of breast cancer
are broken down further in Figure 2.
risks may be best explained with the use of pictures
or graphs, with discussion of absolute as well as
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Development
of breast cancer
40

37

35

No. of Women

30

Breast cancer cured
by treatment,
regardless
of screening

28

25
20
15

18
15

14

10

8

5

Diagnosis of ductal
carcinoma in situ
Life saved by
because of
screening
mammography mammography
7 7
6
4
3
2

0
40 50 60

40 50 60

40 50 60

40 50 60

Years of Age at Beginning of the 10-Yr Period

Figure 2. Chances of Breast-Cancer–Related Outcomes among 1000 Women
Who Undergo Annual Mammography for 10 Years.
All numbers are rounded. The numbers for the incidence of invasive breast
cancer and ductal carcinoma in situ, as well as the number of women whose
lives are saved by treatment (those surviving at least 20 years after the first diagnosis of breast cancer) regardless of screening, were calculated on the basis of data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results program.1,57
The numbers of women whose lives are saved because of screening (those
surviving at least 15 years after diagnosis) were calculated on the assumption
of a reduction of 20 percent in mortality from breast cancer among women 40
to 49 years of age and a reduction of 30 percent among women 50 to 69 years
of age; these numbers are approximate.

cancer. Women should be reminded that the risk of
breast cancer increases with age and that the onein-eight risk is a lifetime risk for a newborn who
lives for 90 years.
The chances of being helped or harmed by
screening mammography are summarized in Figures 1 and 2, which contain information that may
be useful to patients. These figures show the chanc-
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es that yearly screening mammography in women
of different ages will result in a false positive mammogram, an invasive breast procedure, or a diagnosis of ductal carcinoma in situ or invasive breast
cancer. Women should be made aware that at least
half the patients given a diagnosis of breast cancer
survive regardless of the use or nonuse of screening
— a fact that many women do not understand.57,58
Recently, survival rates have been improving, but
how much of this improvement is attributable to
treatment itself and how much to earlier diagnosis
due to screening are difficult to determine. The
number of women “saved” is calculated according
to the estimates that screening of women in their
40s reduces mortality from breast cancer by about
20 percent and screening of women in their 50s or
60s reduces it by about 30 percent. It should be emphasized that these numbers may vary, depending
on the efficacy of mammography in reducing mortality. Individual women will interpret these numbers differently depending on their own values.
To decrease the risk of false positive results, patients should be referred to experienced mammographers with recall rates of no more than 10 percent.
They should be encouraged to obtain previous
mammograms for comparison and should undergo
screening more frequently than every 18 months.
Women often are unaware of the difference between screening and diagnostic examinations to
evaluate a breast symptom or abnormal finding. In
one study, cancer was diagnosed in about 10 percent
of women older than 40 years of age who reported
a breast mass and in almost 5 percent of those with
any breast-related problem.59 Clinicians and women should not be falsely reassured by a previously
normal screening mammogram in the case of a
new breast-related problem.
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